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ABSTRACT. ']’1r* of riidiations of rlituigod froquoncies, lopovtofl earlier, in
i-hp HfKK'tui of Iho roHonaru-c rndiution of .sodium and inereury filtered by the va])our of the 
eoneBpoiidiiif^ element, lias Ix'eii exiilaiiied on file hypot lies is of resonanee interaction .s between 
two excited atoms of tlu* (dement J( buB boon jiointed out that, aoeordiiiK to this hypothosifl, 
the maximum S(‘]mration lielweeii the eomi)oiiont.s of the tniiiRiuitted doublet m the case 
of D‘2, line of sodium would twice that in the case of the D\ line. This agrees fairly with the 
relative values of the maxiimiin separation between the eomijoneiits of the dmiblets in these 
eases, n'pm'ted prc'viously
I N T R O  DUCT I ON
T1 \uis obwnrvod by Kasllia (1949, 1953), that when alniost inoiionbroiiiatu' 
vosoiiaiiee Tadjalioii of sodium and memirv are filtered through vapour* of 
the eorrespouding elemeiits at different temperatures and pressures, theresonanee 
lines are not fully absorbed by the vapours and the transmitted lines appear as 
weak don blots It was also found that the separation between the intonsity- 
rnaxima in the doublet in each case increases with increase in the pressure of the 
absorbing vapour and their iutmisity decreases rapidly with the increase in the 
sepaiation. It was further observed that the separation between the two eompo- 
neats of the doublet observed in the c;ase of Do line of sodium w^ as about one and 
half times that m the ease of the D^  line. I t  has been couchided, from these 
results, that fluorescenoe radiations of thangecl frequencies, not ju’esent in thi' 
incident radiations, are created during the process of ahsojq)tion and re-emission 
of the absorbed radiations by atoms of the absorbing vapour at suitable pressures 
ft -was pointed out that the change in the frequency observed in Ih^e eases are 
rmieh larger than those due to Doppler effect and Van dcr Waals forces.
As a qualitative explanation of the change of frequency of the re-emitted 
resonance line it was suggested that the emission might have taken place at the 
instant of collision between the excited atom and another neighbouring atom. 
In the present paper, the problem ha,s been examined from quantum mechanical 
point of view" and attempt has been made to explain the observed change in the 
frequency of the transmitted lines in the different cases.
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T NKLUi f i NOE  OF R E S O N A N C E  B E T W E E N  T WO  N E 1 0 U - 
 ^ BO It R I N G  E X O i T E D  A T O M S  ON T H E  F R E Q U E N C Y  OF 
E M. n ’ T E D R A D 1 A T 1 O N
If a photon of proper froqueiiry its incident on a system coiisistiug of two 
atoms close to each other, one of the atoms may be excited through absorption 
of the radiation, but it is difficult to aswrtain which of the two atoms is excited. 
Hence a retjonanoe between the two atoms takes place. As a result, the energy level 
of tho normally excited atom is slightly changed. 1'he magnitude of this pertur­
bation has been worked out by Margenau and Watson (1936) They have also shown 
that, due to variation in the distance of approach between the two interacting 
atoms, the perturbed energy states of the .system containing the two atoms, 
instead of being descrete^ are broadened symmetrically about its unperturbed 
position If now continuous radiation is incident on the system consisting of 
.such a pair of atoms the absoi’ption of radiations by the pair would take place at 
frequencies slightly different from the frequency corvespondmg fo th(‘ normal 
excited energy level of the atom.
Tu the present case, however, only Uic resonance radiation of definite fre- 
(pioncy was incident on the atoms of the absorbhig vapour, and therefore, any 
pair of atoms in resonance could not be excited by this radiation The isolated 
atoms, ho\\'ever, could absoi’b the radiation adid pass on to the excited state. 
We can postulate the following prociess of emission by the excited atoms, in which 
a change in the wavelength of the emitted radiation can be produced by tlic 
influence of the neighbouring atoms on each other.
Lot ns consider two such atoms 1 and 2, excited absorption of resonance 
radiation iuoidont on them while they were sufficiently apart from each other, 
and also, that at a c.ertaiu instant before one of the two atoms is about to radiate, 
they come sufficiently close enough. Such an assumption is justified, as would 
he cvifleut from the following considerations *
Corresponding to the pressure of the absorbing mercury vapour at 373^K, 
the number of atoms per e.e,. is about 7.10^ ®, and consequently, the average distance 
between two atoms of mercury is of the order of 500 A.U. Since the average 
velocity of mercury atom at this temperature is about 3.10  ^cm/sec., the time 
required for two excited atoms separated by this distance to come close togethoi 
is about 10"i® sec., which is small compared to the life time of 10“’ sec. of the 
excited state of the mercury atom (Garrett, 1932). Himilarly, in the case of sodium 
vapour at about 560°K, the average distance between tw^ o neighbourmg atoms 
is about 1000 A.U., and as the average velocity of the sodium atom at this tempera­
ture is about 10® om/seo, the time required for two excited atoms of sodiuni 
separated originally by this distance to come closer together is about 10“i”sec. 
 ^ This is small compared to the hfe time of the excited state which is about 10~® 
sec (Minkowski, 1926).
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If we consider that the two excited atoms form a system, the system may be 
described by the composite wavefunction where ^'(1) and ^'(2) are
the excited state wave lunctions of the isolated excited atoms 1 and 2 respectively. 
There are two possibilities by which the system can return to the unexcited state. 
Either, both the atoms may radiate simultaneously or, they can do so one after 
anothei. Since the probability of the first process is small, we shall consider 
the second process only. In this case, an iuterniediate state of the system may 
be represented by either of the two following wave functions (Margenau and Watson 
1936),
i
while the final state can be written simply as The linear combination
(jf terms like i/r(] )y(r'(2) takes account of the fact that eitliei- of the atoms may 
finally be in the unexcited state j'epresented by ^-function without prime. 
As pointed out by Margenau and Watson (1936), since the radiation from the initial 
state to the intermediate state and also from this state to the final state takes pla(;e 
through electric dipole radiation, the state given by ?//■" is excluded, for the trausi- 
tion moments due to transition to and from this state vanish The energy ofdjhe 
initial state of the system, given by ^/'(l)^/'(2), will be where A'(, is the energy 
of the normally excited atom, but the intermediate state will have a perturbation 
energy besides E^. The change in the energy was calculated by Margenau and 
Watson (1936) and is given by
Ae =  -  ^ I ria I « for «  =  0
and Ac =  H- 1 e-* 3
for 7n = ± l
where R is the distance between the two atoms I and 2 and the m’s refer to the 
magnetic quantum number of the excited state, is given by =
, where [rjal denotes the linear transition moment, the electronic mass,
HTT^Cm-e
A the wave length of the resonance radiation, /  the oscillator strength connected 
with this radiation and the other quantities have usual significaiKje.
The oneigy of the radiated quantum will thus be 2EQ—{EQ-]-^e) =  
where Ac has one of the values indicated above. From this intermediate state 
the system ttan return to the ground state with the omission of a further quantum
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with an energy of slightly different from E^ y as shown in figure 1, Thus
the maxiraiim frequency-shift on either side of the centre of the resonance radia­
tion, would he cm-
hc Since the value of Ae depends on J?, the 
radiated energies of changed frequencies would not he descreto hut would have
Fig. 1. S-'hDmitic energy levels of a pair of atoms in rosonanoe.
a continuous nature, for R  may have all possible values. I t  is also evident that 
those events, in which B will have a small value, will be rare compared to those 
in whicli the value of R is largo, and accordingly, the intensity of radiations with 
relatively large froquoiicy shifts will also he small. Moreover, as the probability 
of the ex(;ited atoms coming closer increases with the increase of temperature and 
pressure of the absorbing vapour, the extent by which the frequency of the emitted 
radiation changes also increasos. I t  might, however, be mentioned that the pro­
bability of occuiTeuee of the second process w'ould depend on the availability of 
a large number of excited atoms, and therefore, the following conditions should 
be fulfilled:
(1) The /-value, i.e. the oscillator strength of the resonance radiation of 
the element concerned must be large, and
(2) the number of atoms per o.c. of the given element at a given temperature 
should be sufficiently high.
I t  is seen that Ae varies directly as the value of the oscillator strength and 
therefore, the value of Ac for and lines of sodium should bo different. The 
values o f /fo rD i and Dg lines are 0*333 and 0.fi67 respectively, and so the value 
of Ae for is expected to be double that for Dj. I t  is interesting to note, as 
was previously reported (Kastha, lOfi'd), that actually the separations for Dg ^^ *^1 
Dj are in the’ratio 3 :2 .  This is in fair agreement with the explanation given 
above.
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All the radiated energies of changed wavelengths would not be transmitted 
by the vapour of the absorbing element, but a part of it would be absorbed due to 
reHonancc })roadeniiig of the absorplion level of pairs of ucigh>)Ouring atoms 
of the element
If wo put y -  the energy of the radiation emitted, during
transition from the initially excited state to the intermediate state, is eithci 
oj* as can be seen from figure 1. Further, transition from this
latter state to the iinexeited final state creates radiations of energy equal to either 
^o~hy or Eq 2y. Hence, the radiations due to the former transition can not 
be absorbed by a pair of atoms in resonance and separ aterl hy the same distance 
R as in thf case of emission, altli'ough there is some probability of absorption'' 
of the radiations due to transition from the intermediate state to the groimrl state. 
Even m the latter* ease, some fraction of the total intensity will escape, Hence, 
the maximum separation betweeri the components of the transmitted radiations 
IS expecterl to bf' 4y//<-c rm b If the obsci'vation is made in a particular rlirection, 
while the radiation takes place rn nil directions, the intensity is expected to be small 
and this may be another' reason for the observed weakness of the doublets.
It would be interestiiig to calculate the distance of close.st approach betveen 
two atoms of sodinni and between two atoms of mercury in the respective vapour’ 
fi’oni the magnitude of the separations between the components ot the 
transmitted doublets observed in these cases (Kastha, 1940, 1058) *
'Phe viable of R is calculated uith the help of the following two fornnilae,
Av(om *) ■
8 chR^
and 12 .
The values of all the quantities used are in C. G. S. units The calculated value,s 
of R, together with other relevant data, are given in Table 1
TABLE I
Rlcmonl
Wavelength 
of the 
Resonanop 
Jiadiation 
in A.XJ.
Oscillator
Strength
f
Ar in 
om-'
Distance Ji 
in A.TJ.
Na 1/3 1.125 50
, 5889. 2/3 1.575 56
Hff 2536.0 1/35 9.3 8.2
I t  IB seen from the above table that the value of R in the case of mercury 
is much smaller than that observed with sodium. Though the vapour pressure 
of mercury (.273 mm) a t 373“K is much larger than that of sodium at 563®K 
(9.1 X  10“® mm), this alone may not be sufficient to explain the small value of R  
obtained in the former case. However, in the investigation with resonance radia­
tion of mercury, the absoj* )^tion cell through which the radiation was filtered 
contained nitrogen at a pressure of about one atmosphere (Kastha, 1949), and the 
small value of R  may be due to local inhomogeneity in the distribution of atoms 
in the mixture.
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